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ABSTRACT Heterogeneous database integration is the study of integrating data from multiple databases.

Integrating the heterogeneous database of the same domain has three main challenges that make the

heterogeneity problem difficult to solve. The three problems are Semantic, Syntactic and Structural Hetero-

geneity. Conventional heterogeneous database integration schemes, like De-duplication Techniques, Data

Warehouse, and Information Retrieval (IR) Search technique lack the capability to solve the integration of

databases completely. The only reason is they cannot deal with Semantic heterogeneity problems efficiently.

The semantic Web ontology model is experimented and discussed in the article, which is based on the query

execution model. The ontology modeling is divided into two phases, initially to translate the database rules

according to ontology rules to find an abstract ontology model. Secondly, to extend the abstract ontology

model according to the databases. The method facilitates to apply similarly SPQRAL queries to search the

data in the databases. Therefore, the Jena API is used to retrieve semantically similar records. The experiment

is based on the two heterogeneous Universities Library Databases. The results show the effectiveness and

scalability of the methodology.

INDEX TERMS Semantic Integration, Semantic Web, Ontology modelling, Library Databases.

I. INTRODUCTION

SemanticWeb enables computers to processWeb information

and has transformed the Web into a medium where different

machines can understand each other [1], [2]. Semantic Web

helps the automated system to understand, share and pro-

cess heterogeneous information placed on similar or different

machines. Semantic Web technology is supported by the

ontology model to classify and integrated the information

accordingly. Ontology Models are used to extract implicit

and explicit information using SPAQL queries [3]. Ontology

models have the capability to integrate heterogeneous data

based on the classification and relationship methods (i.e.

triples) [4]. Therefore, the ontology model is used to inte-

grate Heterogeneous databases (i.e. structured heterogene-

ity), as discussed in the article [3], [4]. The structured het-

erogeneity of databases means that the collection of various

databases, storing similar concepts of real-world data but in

different structures. The examples of database structures are

relational databases, semi-structured databases, and unstruc-

tured databases.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Honghao Gao .

Therefore, a common question arises How efficiently

access and share data residing in heterogeneous databases?

In the beginning era only Web Pages and Web Sites were

used, where no databases were involved therefore No-SQL

was used to extract the information. The Web was used to

search for some descriptions or details of anything. Currently,

Web Application is using databases. Therefore, various types

of Relational Databases are designed, which can be problem-

atic while integrating common data. Most of the Websites are

backed by databases, as discussed in [5] 70% of Websites are

using databases for storage. Web databases have 500 times

more data than static Web. In [5], discusses the importance

of databases, therefore integrating heterogeneous databases

is an important task, to improve the performance of today’s

Web applications. Therefore, it is necessary to convert the

associated databases into an equivalent ontology to integrate

the information [6] resides in the databases.

A Relational Database (RDB) consists of tables that are

interlinked with each other based on the same integrity con-

straints [7]. A table in RDB is a combination of columns

(attributes) and rows (tuples). Each tuple represents a specific

record. RDB is a combination of static, dynamic or behav-

ioral structures. The static structure includes tables, columns,
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data types, primary and foreign keys. Dynamic or behavioral

features include functions, procedures, triggers, and views.

Only the static structure of databases can be transformed

into ontology because the ontology model cannot deal with

the behavioral features of databases [8]. Conceptual models

are similar for both ontology and database schema. RDB’s

entities of tables can be used as concepts in an ontology

model. The RDB tables have tuples and attributes, integrity

constraints, and relationships with other tables, whereas in

ontology models, classes have instances and object proper-

ties, and restrictions on properties, respectively.

A single query model is required to efficiently access

and share the data residing in the heterogeneous databases.

Data can be represented in infinite ways in databases,

known as Representational Heterogeneity (RH). To solve RH,

data is represented in databases using different modeling

schemes like relational, hierarchical, flat-file (i.e. unstruc-

tured database) or Object-Oriented data modeling schemes.

For example, in this research work, two library databases are

selected for the experiment. One of the databases is developed

according to RDB rules, while the other uses flat-file data

model to record similar information such as author-name,

book-title, etc. Both databases are storing similar information

but in different data models, therefore the representation of

data is different in both databases. Hence, storing similar

data in different databases have Semantic, Structural and

Syntactic heterogeneity. Semantic heterogeneity means that

table or attribute names in different databases are the same,

but in real life, they refer to different entities or objects.

Syntactic heterogeneity (or naming heterogeneity) means that

table or attribute names are different in different databases,

but they refer to same real-world entities or objects. Structural

heterogeneity states that the structure or format of storing

data in various databases is different. Conclusively, there

always remains some sort of heterogeneity while integrating

databases. To fully integrate databases, all such issues should

be resolved.

Integrating heterogeneous databases is solved using two

methods 1) Data Translation or 2) Query Translation.

Through Data Translation technique, data from a database

are translated [9]. The translation of data may change the

representation of data. While according to Query Translation

technique, the queries are translated through native software

application to access information from multiple databases

[10]. For example, there is a real-time database that frequently

gets updated. The requirement of users is to obtain the most

frequently updated data from the database. To fulfill such

a requirement, either Data Translation or Query Translation

can be used. Data Translation translates whole data from the

database, and the process takes a lot of time, therefore it is not

feasible to translate data after every update in the database.

Query Translation, on the other hand, translates user queries

into native database query at runtime. The Query Translation

takes less time than the Data Translation process and retrieves

most recently updated data to the users. Data Translation

scheme is preferred for databases where data in the database

does not need many updates. An example of such databases

can be a database for storing historical events of a country,

as such events are part of history and require no frequent

updates.

The advantage of the Data Translation Scheme is its capa-

bility of efficiently accessing data stored at a single data

source. The disadvantages are 1) Any update in any database

requires complex application design to update accordingly

the Data Translated Scheme, which is sometimes near to

impossible. 2) Data Translation Scheme increases the cost

of storing information because same data is stored at various

locations, therefore data replication is another disadvantage.

The database records are updated very frequently in a real-

time database application. Therefore, the Query Translation

technique is used in the research, because it is suitable for

real-time database applications if a single platform is used to

integrate the databases. Therefore, ontologymodels [11], [12]

are used to integrate heterogeneous databases at a single plat-

form. The ontology model also provides a query language,

i.e. SPARQL, to extract the results from an ontology model.

The contribution of this article is to integrate the structural

heterogeneous databases at one platform: without retrans-

lating databases or redesigning the existing structure (i.e.

RDB) ormodels (i.e. RDF). Themethodology is discussed as,

to integrate the various database schemes from RDB tuples to

one Web Ontology Language (OWL) model using semantic

classification. The advantage of the methodology is it’s effi-

ciently accessing data without human or system errors, as the

user only has to provide a query for accessing records. The

user query gets automatically translated using Java platform

and required data from different databases is retrieved despite

having multiple discrepancies namely Semantic, Syntactic

and Structural heterogeneities. Another advantage is that no

data translation from multiple databases is required. The data

resides only in their respective databases and is not translated

into RDF triples (in this approach RDF triples are predefined)

which saves a lot of time and space as shown in Figure 1.

The article is composed as in section II discusses

the related work and comprehensive analytical table (i.e.

Table 1.) describes the objectives of the articles, their

proposed solutions and technologies used accordingly.

The ontology development and integration are elaborately

explained in section III. The results from the ontology model

and its analysis is discussed in section IV. Section V summa-

rizes the contributions of the ontology integration model and

its benefits.

II. RELATED WORK

Integrating heterogeneous databases is a challenge for orga-

nizations and researchers, they are finding better ways

to integrate without changing the original architecture of

databases. The techniques used to integrate the heterogeneity

of databases are the ontology modeling technique, construct-

ing an integrated structure using data mining techniques and

federated technique to extract information. Semantic classifi-

cation is consideredmostly by the researchers, to integrate the
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FIGURE 1. Semantic Integration Framework using Java-Jena API.

heterogeneous structured data. Therefore, it is most probable

that heterogeneous structured databases also be integrated

using semantic classification and ontology modeling.

A. SEMANTIC ONTOLOGY

In [13], the authors discussed an analysis of heterogeneous

data sources in Big Data. The focus of the research was on

three major problems namely data volume, data from hetero-

geneous sources, and understanding the relationship between

different artifacts. Researchers use metadata to deal with data

volume problem. They preferred the Semantic Web Ontology

over other techniques to solve the heterogeneity problems,

because according to the authors’ opinion, semantic ontology

models are suitable for solving the heterogeneity problem.

To solve the relationship between different artifacts, Artificial

Intelligence techniques were proposed by the authors.

Verification of functional and nonfunctional software

requirements is a major task in distributed business processes.

Service-based systems provide a new way of integrating

business processes. It is an important task to figure out the

cost and reliability of service-based systems in the design

approach. An approach that discusses such a problem is pre-

sented in [14]–[16]. The approach uses PRLTS (Probabilis-

tic Reward Labeled Transition System) model to formally

present both functional and nonfunctional requirements. Sec-

ond, based on transformation rules, functional behaviors of

services are generated and visualized using visualization

tool Graphviz [49]–[52]. The approach also allows users to

dynamically modify the behaviors of the model. Similarly,

researchers in [17]–[21] presented a behavioral model to

verify data consistency.

A graphmodeling approach to integrate data from different

heterogeneous sources is discussed in [22]. The authors of

[22] used Neo4j as Graph Database model, but also discussed

that semantic ontology model is used to solve the heterogene-

ity problem. The authors in [23] used multiple heterogeneous

data sources like Ontologies, Networks, Unified Vocabular-

ies, and Relational Databases to create an integrated network.

In [23], a search engine is developed based on semantic

ontology model and Machine Learning algorithms that allow

users to query multiple data sources. Similarly, a system

DBOntoLink is proposed in [24] that enhances the capability

of database query languages to work with Biomedical ontol-

ogy repositories. A unified query interface is proposed in the

research that supports major biomedical Ontologies hosted by

NCBO BioPortal.

The Semantic Web Techniques are also used to deal with

RDB, for example, several RDB schema mapping rules

are presented in [5] to map RDB to Semantic Web Ontol-

ogy (which is Resource Description Framework (RDF)).

The rules are helpful in integrating different heterogeneous

databases.

In [25], four various results are evaluated to map RDB

using semantic ontology models. The authors in [25], ana-

lyzed Jena with D2RQ, Jena with R2RML, KAON2, and

OWL API. They evaluated the techniques based on two

parameters:
• Time required to map the Relational database to ontol-

ogy

• Total data retrieval time from databases

The authors, in [25], discussed that Jena with R2RML

efficiently maps relational databases to ontology, and the
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KAON2 retrieves information efficiently, as compared to

other techniques.

Apart from mapping techniques, the other techniques were

proposed in the database domain to solve the heterogeneity

problem. A detailed survey was presented in [26], the survey

discusses Global Schema Creation techniques are used to

make a Global schema from heterogeneous Local schemas.

Global Schema Creation technique is very costly, requires

a lot of domain knowledge and needs the databases to be

redesigned.

Another technique known as Query Translation based on

declarative mappings was presented in [27]. This technique

uses a Virtual Query model that gets a query from user and

translates the query into many local query models. The local

models execute the query according to their syntaxes, return

results to the virtual model, and finally, the virtual model

displays a unified result obtained from these local models to

the user.

Mostly the ontology is developed based on the fields of

specific databases. The authors, in [28], presented a scheme

(i.e. semi-automatic) to extract ontology from RDB. There-

fore, the authors proposed a Reverse Engineering approach

that uses SQLData Definition Language (DDL) as Relational

Model and then transformed the model into semantic ontol-

ogy. In [28], the approach was implemented in two phases.

In the first phase, the authors analyzed metadata of the RDB

to design a Conceptual Model, then developed an equivalent

Semantic Web Ontology accordingly. In the second phase,

the data is translated from RDB into RDF triples. The draw-

back is to repeat the phase every time for retrieving the

most recently updated data from a database because database

records are updated very frequently. The approach is very

costly while processing.

A semi-automatic Semantic Web approach to integrating

data from several database sources is proposed in [29]. The

ontology model is created in two steps for each data source.

In the initial step, the authors developed the ontology model

from SQL-DDL. In the second step, the restrictions, object,

and data properties are added to refine the initial ontology

model. The limitation of [29] is that each time the databases

are updated, the data-type properties in the ontology mod-

els should be updated accordingly to domains and ranges.

Moreover, the mapping rules are not able to map primary key

constraint in an ontology.

A set of learning rules are proposed in [30] to extract

the OWL ontology model from RDB. In the approach [30],

only the RDB metadata is used to create an ontology model.

Therefore, no data is translated from database to ontology (i.e.

no RDF triples are created from RDB tuples). The main issue

of the approach [30] is complex mapping rules like primary

and foreign keys are not mapped to ontology since only the

metadata of databases is used to create ontology models. As a

result, only a small subset of records can be retrieved from

databases.

A Global schema-based mapping approach is presented in

[31] where a set of mapping rules are defined to extract a

global ontology model from the database. The approach used

in [31] is a semi-automatic approach, requires a lot of domain

knowledge and is very time-consuming from designing per-

spective.

The authors, in [32], [33] presented a technique that is

quite similar to the work presented by Astrova. [28]. The

mapping rules are defined to create an ontology model from

SQL-DDL. The proposed approach consists of rules defining

different ways of creating classes, subclasses, properties, and

restrictions. The authors described that the ‘‘Ontology cre-

ation process is not completely automated. There are com-

plex databases where the automatic approach may not work,

therefore a semi-automatic approach may work well’’. The

drawback of the approaches [28], [32], [33] is that expert

domain knowledge is required to apply rules on different data

sources, each time, as data sources changes.

An automatic tool is discussed in [34] that creates ontology

fromRDB schema. The functionality of the tool is its capabil-

ity to translate a schema of RDB into RDF. The disadvantages

of the tool are discussed by the authors, in [34], initially, it can

only translate schema and not the data, which makes the tool

dependent on a software tool that retrieves data. Secondly,

the tool loses some informationwhilemapping complex RDB

to RDF.

Another automatic ontology development approach was

presented in [35]. The authors named the approach ontology

Automatic Generation System (OGSRD) based on RDB. The

approach, in [35], is used to develop an Ontology from RDB

automatically, but the approach provides limited function-

ality, and important aspects (i.e. schema) of RDBs are not

mapped to ontology.

B. DATA MINING

Authors in [40] discussed that Data Mining algorithms are

not able to provide an efficient solution for both the het-

erogeneity and scalability of Wearable data (i.e. changing

data). The authors proposed a Wearable Healthcare Ontology

(WH-Ontology) to deal with the heterogeneity problem. The

research, in [40], showed that the Semantic Web Ontology

efficiently deals with the heterogeneity problem, and make

better health-related decisions. The authors used Semantic

Web Ontology to store a large amount of data generated from

heterogeneous sources and to retrieve data from data sources

in a unified format.

C. RETRIEVAL TECHNIQUE

DATA CIVILIZER [39] is a technique proposed in the

domain of Big Data to solve the heterogeneity problem. The

DATA CIVILIZER uses a graph model to link data from

different sources, then uses a data discovery module to help

in identifying data that is relevant to the user. The approach

uses a poly-store DBMS to execute the actual query which

federates query processing across disparate systems.

A hybrid search engine is presented in [37], the search

engine uses the Information Retrieval technique known as

‘‘Federated Search’’ to integrate data from heterogeneous
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TABLE 1. Analytical description of literature review.
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information sources. In Federated Search, a query is sent

to multiple data silos (i.e. the bulk of data) such as Google

Search, Oracle, etc., and data is retrieved. The retrieved data

from silos are combined and shown to the user. Using the

technique, a user can query multiple heterogeneous databases

at once. Researchers use Precision and Recall metrics to mea-

sure the efficiency of the proposed approach [48]. The pro-

posed scheme is based on the concept of the Global Schema

approach, in which a schema or a set of rules are defined.

Based on these rules all silos must be designed. In other

words, all silos must comply with the global schema. One

of the main disadvantages of the Global schema approach is

that silos cannot be designed independently. Data cannot be

retrieved from any data source that was not designed based

on globally defined rules. Another main drawback of Feder-

ated Search is that it cannot deal with semantic heterogene-

ity problem, because Federated Search is not designed for

solving the semantic heterogeneity problem. The Federated

Search is based on a Query Translation approach therefore

query is applied on attributes of tables in databases. If the

attribute titles are different but the meanings are the same

then the Federated Search cannot retrieve actual results from

multiple databases simultaneously, while semantic ontology

works efficiently in such cases as discussed in section III.

D. SHORTCOMINGS ACCORDING TO OUR APPROACH

In the article [28], the authors had used the semantic ontology

methods to do reverse engineering for extracting ER diagrams

and object models from existing relational databases. The

authors had analyzed the relations of data and constructed

the ontology model. Therefore, their model is based on the

RDB database of Web applications. In the article [30], [31],

the authors defined a set of semantic language rules that

learn the RDB and automatically modeled the ontology.

Their focus is on the automatic system that can visualize

the RDB in the ontology model. The automatic system can

only design the ontology for RDB databases. In the article

[31], the authors proposed a semi-automatic system, while in

[30] the authors proposed an automatic system. The article

[33], presented a DLDB, which a DAML+OIL extension of

ontology based on the RDB i.e. only MS-Access databases.

The author used a reasoner and define the description logic

to provide a solution for database complexity. In [34], [35],

the authors proposed a tool that translates automatically the

RDB to an ontology language (i.e. model). In [34], the tool

obtains the implicit semantics of RDB for translation, while

in [35], initially an ontology is constructed based on RDB

and then experimented to translate the RDB into ontology

model. The article [41] also explains the RDB into a graph

but with the incremental method. The incremental method

explains that mapping is only performed when the set of per-

formance measurements are evaluated according to require-

ments. In [42], the authors developed an ontology model to

map the RDB for synchronizing the SQL queries on scattered

databases. The article [43] describes the construction of a

logical description of RDB. The logical description is based

on the KAON2 and SHIQ, which is named as ABoxes. While

in [44], the authors implemented the D2RQ that is developed

from RDB and the SQL queries are model in the RDF graph.

The shortcomings of the work [28], [30], [31], [33]–[35],

[41]–[44] are not integrating the structured and unstructured

data from various databases. The objectives and metric of

these references are explaining that they are only focusing the

same domain of database but structure i.e. RDB. While our

work integrates the RDB (i.e. structured) and semi-RDB (i.e.

semi-structured) or non-RDB (i.e. completely-unstructured)

databases.

The article [53] describes the mapping of ontologies from

various heterogeneous RDB, automatically. The authors pre-

sented the solution for heterogeneous RDB databases, but

not dealing with unstructured databases where the syntac-

tical problem occurs. The syntactical problem is addressed

in section III and V. The article [54] discusses the query

related problems to integrate the relational databases. The

authors suggested that SPARQL graph patterns give the

same principle for mapping the relational schema using RDF

ontology. The author presented that their work optimizes

the database query using SPARQL query where the primary

keys and other fields are mapped with the ontology model.

The article [55] discusses the integration of the databases

but with similar domain and similar field/columns name.

The problem, discussed in [55], focuses on the problem of

semantic heterogeneity, which explains in detail the mean-

ingful heterogeneity, where the databases have some data

and almost field names, but the relationship is different.

The authors constructed an ontology model for two different

databases accordingly to solve only structural heterogeneity.

In the article [56] authors discuss their project to integrate the

databases where the data are presented recurrently at various

terminals. The efficiency of the methodology is to use simple

SPARQL queries for data retrieval without using complex

database queries, therefore only semantic query problem is

solved. The article [57] discusses three different groups of

heterogeneous and homogenous replication of data in DBMS.

These groups describe the time stamping of DBMSwhen any

type of update, change, modify and/or access to DBMS is

performed. The authors in the article [57] used the seman-

tic ontology models to solve the problem of replication of

data while time stamping in the DBMS. In another article

[58] supports our methodology that a top-level ontology (i.e.

Root Ontology in our article) eliminates the conflicts and

uncertainty in ontology mapping. It is also mentioned in the

article [58] that their ontology solves semantic and struc-

tural conflicts. The article [59] discusses the structured RDB

semi-automatic mapping on ontology but only for traditional

Chinese medicine databases. In [60], the authors proposed

a hierarchical ontology model to map the structured RDB

extracted features at the RDF model. The article[61] is about

a survey report that contributes the integration to RDB into

RDF semantic technology. The contributes is described as

around 0.33% approaches are unsuccessful while mapping

ontology either automatically or semi-automatically.
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Our approach can solve the syntactical conflict as well as

semantic and structural conflicts, because it is focusing on the

unstructured databases as well as the RDB, where majority

problems occur in the field names, as discussed in section

III, that similar records are maintained under the different

fields, where the field names are not matching. The problem

compared to ourmethodology is that the articles [53]–[60] are

using an ontology model for RDB. While we have proposed

the methodology to construct a stepwise ontology model

that can be easily integrated with various other relational

and/or unstructured databases. Using our method, the Root

Ontology can be extended to other similar database problems,

which is not possible with [53]–[60]. The novelty of our

methodology is the Root Ontology that integrates entirely

different databases i.e. relational and unstructured databases.

Our methodology also addresses the syntactical problem, i.e.

with different names of fields in the different databases but

data in the fields are meaningfully similar. Our work is based

on the approach presented in [35].

The techniques of integrating heterogeneous data sources

are very good, and they are being used in well-known appli-

cations. For example, LinkedIn and Metasearch Engine use

Federated Search, but there are some limitations to these

techniques, discussed in section II.C second paragraph.

In our article, three heterogeneity challenges are discussed

in section V namely Semantic, Structural, and Syntactic

(i.e. Naming) heterogeneity. According to the discussion in

section II, the problem is addressed by proposing the Seman-

tic Web approach to improve the search techniques [38].

Therefore, section II, explains that Semantic Web Ontol-

ogy provides the best solution for heterogeneity problem.

The analytical discussion is elaborated in Table 1. The arti-

cles presented as the analytical discussion in Table 1 are

not discussing the syntactic heterogeneity problem which

occurs during the integration of data between heterogeneous

databases.

III. ONTOLOGY DEVELOPMENT AND INTEGRATION

Semantic Web Ontology provides a solution to integrate het-

erogeneous databases, as discussed in section II. Hence, the

methodology is discussed in section III. The methodology

to develop the ontology and integrating database consists

of three main phases: 1) building ontology from RDBs,

2) integrating ontology, 3) accessing data from heteroge-

neous databases based on integrated ontology models. Ini-

tially, RDBs are mapped to the ontology model based on

ontology mapping rules discussed in section III.A. In the

initial phase, two ontology models according to two different

Library databases are developed. In the second phase, a Root

Ontology is created, based on the two developed ontology

models. The Root Ontology is an abstract ontology model

of the ontologies developed in the initial phase. Then the

initial models are integrated with the Root Ontology. Finally,

the integrated ontology models are used to access data from

heterogeneous databases simultaneously. Different tools such

as TODE (Tool for Ontology Development and Editing),

Protégé and Jena API in Java Eclipse can be used to develop

and edit ontologymodels. TODE is one of the earliest Dot Net

based ontology development tool. TODE providesmost of the

functionalities like reasoning, interfacing, editing, developing

and visualization, but supports only OWL-Lite [47]. Protégé,

on the other hand, provides all the above-mentioned func-

tionalities, and besides, provides support for OWL DL and

OWL Full. Based on these exceptions in TODE, the ontology

models are created using Protégé, and Jena API in Java

Eclipse. The Java Eclipse is used only for GUI interfacing,

if we don’t use the Java Eclipse for Protégé then the same

queries will be applied manually at Protégé for extracting

answers also to update the ontology at any level, will be done

manually. Our methodology is efficient to access data using

Semantic techniques from multiple heterogeneous databases

simultaneously or according to requirement.

The Library databases are the real-time databases acquired

from two different Universities. Both Universities use Inte-

grated Library Database Management Systems (ILS) to man-

age their records. The ILS of first University is implemented

using SQL Server, and RDB schema is used (i.e. Library-A)

as shown in Figure 2. The second University ILS is based

on MySQL (backhand KOHA) to manage ILS, but no RDB

schema is used (i.e. Library-B). Therefore, no relationships

were defined between the tables in Library-B, the Library-B

consists of the unstructured database. Both ILSs are using dif-

ferent database management schemes to store similar infor-

mation about books, students, staff and other related entities,

but data is heterogeneous in nature.

A. ONTOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

The conceptual model of both databases and ontology is

quite similar. Databases have a set of static and dynamic

attributes, but only the static features of databases are mapped

to semantic ontology because of ontology restrictions. The

static features of databases include tables, columns, rows,

relationships, integrity constraints, primary keys and foreign

keys. Converting an RDB into ontology is a direct process,

and complex conversion case hardly occurs during conver-

sion. To construct ontology models from RDB, two set of

rules are used as discussed in following.

1) SIMPLE TRANSLATION RULES

The RDBs are translated to an ontology model by mapping

the database tables as the ontology classes, the primary keys,

non-primary keys and non-foreign keys are mapped as data

property of a class. Each data property has a corresponding

table name as its domain and SQL equivalent XML Schema

datatype as its range. Table 2 shows the SQL equivalent XML

Scheme Datatypes (xsd).

Table 2 shows simple conversion rules of mapping

databases with ontology’s datatypes. For mapping complex

functionalities like relationships, primary and foreign keys,

the mapping rules proposed by authors in [41], are used

accordingly. The same method is applied to both databases

to generate two separate local ontology models (one for each
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FIGURE 2. Relational Schema of Library-A database.

database). The Relational schema of the Library-A database

is shown in Figure 2.

2) COMPLEX CONVERSION RULES

While translating the RDB to RDF Ontology, the many-to-

many relationship in RDB is resolved by normalization (i.e.

introducing another table). Therefore, due to normalization,

the entities (i.e. fields name in RDB) are repeated. The repeti-

tion of entities is not possible in ontology, because in ontology

a class is a URI, which should be unique. Hence, to solve such

problems following techniques are used, which are explained

with examples.

The database tables from both libraries are mapped to

ontology classes accordingly, except the joint tables, which

are used to connect two tables, in the case of a many-to-

many relationship. For example, Author and Book tables

in Figure 2 have a many-to-many relationship.

If two tables have a many-to-many relationship in

databases, then the relation is divided into one-to-many, and

many-to-one relations using a third table. It can be seen from

Figure 2 that Author_Book table is used to relate parent tables

(Author and Book). The Primary keys of both parent tables

are used as foreign keys in Author_Book table. Therefore,

Author_Book, Library_book, and Subject_book tables are not

mapped to ontology classes, because the field names are

already mapped as classes in ontology. It is also because there

is no need for cardinality maintenance in the ontologies.

The database tables whose attributes at the same time

are primary key and foreign key, they are made subclasses

of those classes whose primary keys are used as foreign

keys. Figure 2 shows two such tables. Staff and Student

tables have primary keys (i.e. StaffID and Column0 accord-

TABLE 2. SQL equivalent XSD datatypes.

ingly) that at the same time are foreign keys as well. There-

fore, these tables are made subclasses of Person class in

ontology, because primary key (i.e. NIC) of Person table is

used as a foreign key (i.e. StaffID and Column0) in both
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FIGURE 3. Library-A Ontology model.

tables. The connecting database tables used for many-to-

many relationships are mapped to object properties in RDF

ontology. For example, Library_book is a junction table,

as shown in Figure 2, which is used to connect the Library

and Book tables having a many-to-many relationship. There-

fore, in ontology the two object properties ‘‘has_book’’ and

‘‘book_available_in_library’’ are defined in the ontology

model to solve the many-to-many relationship problem. The

first object property (i.e. ‘‘has_book’’) has a ‘‘Library’’ class

as its domain and ‘‘Book’’ class as its range. Whereas the sec-

ond property (i.e. ‘‘book_available_in_library’’) is used as

a reverse object property. Therefore, the ‘‘Book’’ class as

domain, and ‘‘Library’’ class as its range. Figure 3 shows the

ontologymodel of the Library-A database created using these

rules. The same set of rules is applied to Library-B ontology.

The ontology model of Library-B is shown in Figure 4.

The Library-B database is an unstructured database, there-

fore, there are no relationships among the entities. Hence,

the ontology model of Library-B has only classes with data

properties.

B. ONTOLOGY INTEGRATION

Ontology integration is the second phase of our methodology.

A Root Ontology is created in the second phase, using Pro-

tégé, based on domain knowledge of libraries, and is shown

in Figure 5. The Root Ontology consists of a collection of

generic classes of Library-A ontology model and Library-B

ontology model, as shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 respec-

tively. The main purpose of Root Ontology is to integrate

the ontology models created in phase-1. To integrate Root

Ontology with phase-1 ontology models, the Root Ontology

is imported separately in different ontology for Library-A

and Library-B, using Protégé. After importing, the following

FIGURE 4. Library-B Ontology model.

steps are followed to integrate the Library-A and Library-B

ontology models:

• If class names of both Root and phase-1 ontologymodels

refer to the same real-world entity.

◦ Assign the same object and data properties of

phase-1 ontology while constructing the class in

Root Ontology.

� Then there is no need to include the classes and

properties accordingly in the imported ontology

of Library-A and Library-B of phase-2.

• If class names of Root and phase-1 ontology models are

the same, but representing different real-world concepts

the

◦ Find the most appropriate class in Root Ontology

which refers to the same concept as the class of

phase-1 ontology and assign its properties to that

class. Otherwise, construct a new class (the class

name should be meaningfully defined accordingly).
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FIGURE 5. Root Ontology.

FIGURE 6. Integrated Ontology model of Library-A at phase-2.

FIGURE 7. Integrated Ontology model of Library-B at phase-2.
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FIGURE 8. SPARQL query to display Book of author ‘‘Alan Simpson’’.

FIGURE 9. SPARQL query to display distributor name of a Book.

� Then there is no need to include the classes

and its properties in the imported ontology at

phase-2.

• If a class in phase-1 ontology models has no equivalent

class in Root Ontology model, the

◦ Keep the same class accordingly in the ontology (it

can be imported ontology for Library-A or Library-

B accordingly), except to include the class in the

Root Ontology. This explains that do’t remove the

class form the ontology, which is defined in the

phase-1 ontology model.

The integration phase is based on two ontology models.

These models are referred to as phase-2 Ontology models,

as shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7. To understand the rela-

tionships and roles of classes and individuals used in the

ontology models (at phase-2), the Description Logic(s) of

both ontologymodels are provided in Table 3 and Table 4. For

example, the Description Logic of Author ⊆ Book explains

that a Book has Authors; the author can be one or many, as

shown in Table 3 and Table 4. Description Logic describes the

favorable trade-offs between the expressivity and scalability

of the RootOntology. Therefore, the sameRootOntology (i.e.

presented in this article) can be extended to other database

models of libraries, with minor changes. As shown in Table 3

and Table 4, the class names and the relationships of ontology

models for Library-A and Library-B are now similar at phase-

2, which were different at phase-1 ontologymodels. The rules

and logical description of Table 3 and Table 4 are based on the

Library-A and Library-B databases accordingly. The similar-

TABLE 3. Ontology description logic of library-A at phase 2.

ity of class and their relationships in the two ontology models

of the libraries are required, to apply semantically similar

SPARQL queries for retrieving data from both databases. The

only difference is the object properties of both ontology mod-

els, which are not similar because the structure and schema

of both databases are different. Hence, in the procedure

(experimented in this article), the data of the databases are

not translated but instead, the Query Translation technique is

used. Query Translation is more feasible in case of providing

the most recently updated data to users, as compared to Data

Translation.

Ontology integration is an important phase of our

research. Due to the integration phase (i.e. phase-2),

the Semantic, Syntactic and Structural heterogeneity issues

are removed from ontology models based on rules discussed

in bullets section III.B. The results of phase-2 integrated

ontology models are semantically similar to a greater extent

because similar SPQRQL queries are applied on both mod-

els to retrieve results from the heterogeneous databases of

Library-A and Library-B.

C. QUERY TRANSLATION SCHEME

Query Translation is the last step. To implement the

translation, Jena API is used in Java Eclipse. Therefore,

in Java Eclipse, ‘‘mysql.jdbc’’ JDBC driver for MySQL and
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FIGURE 10. Library-A results.

FIGURE 11. Library-B results.

FIGURE 12. Results from both i.e. Library-A and Library-B.

‘‘sqljdbc’’ driver for SQL Server are used. The Jena API

is used in Java to create or manipulate RDF graphs. The

ontology models are already created in Protégé; therefore,

the ontology models are only used to apply SPARQL queries

using Jena API. Various packages of Jena API such as ‘‘Ont-

Model’’ class to translate an ontology model, ‘‘Query data

structure’’ to create a SPARQL query, ‘‘Query Execution’’

interface to execute SPARQL query are used in the translation

phase.

To retrieve data from MySQL and SQL Server Databases,

‘‘mysql.jdbc’’ and ‘‘sqljdbc’’ drivers are used. The connec-

tions are established with the corresponding databases. The

SPARQL queries are categorized according to the native

database queries. The queries are executed, and results are

collected from databases for displaying to the user. Three

different functionalities are provided to users through which

a user can query Library-A or Library-B databases inde-

pendently, or simultaneously as shown in Figure 10, Fig-

ure 11 and Figure 12.

IV. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

The contribution of the research is to integrate heteroge-

neous databases at a single platform (i.e. the proposed ontol-

ogy model), without changing the structure and schema of

the existing database. To perform the task, actual library

databases from two Universities are selected. After analyzing
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TABLE 4. Ontology description logic of library-B at phase 2.

both databases, it is cleared that both databases are storing

similar information, but the databases’ structure, schema,

technical naming of fields, semantically and syntactically are

different. Library-A Management System was implemented

in SQL Server and is an RDB. The Library-B database is

not an RDB, and the information is redundant in tables.

In Library-B there are no primary or foreign keys in the

database, which is the main cause of data replication.

Some major differences between both databases are iden-

tified during research for example, 1) Technical differences:

Library-A database is implemented in SQL Server, and the

Library-B is implemented in MySQL. 2) Structural differ-

ences: Library-A database had foreign keys i.e. relations with

other tables, and the Library-B database had no relations. 3)

Semantic and Syntactic differences: tables in both databases

are storing similar information about books, students, etc.,

but the way in which they are storing information is quite

different. For example, to store information about Author

Name; Library-A uses ‘‘t68AuthorName’’ as a column name,

while Library-B uses the ‘‘Author’’ column to store the same

information. Replication of data is another major challenge

faced in the Library-B database.

Domain knowledge andmapping rules discussed in section

III are used to construct the ontology models. The SPARQL

queries are applied to the ontologymodels to check the results

of explicit information is according to the datasets.

The SPARQL queries are shown in Figure 8 and Fig-

ure 9 applied to the ontology models. For example, to retrieve

information about books whose author name is ‘‘Alan Simp-

son’’, as shown in Figure 8. Similarly, to retrieve the title

of Book whose distributor is ‘‘Pak_Book_Corporation’’ the

SPARQL query, as shown in Figure 9.

The advantage of our methodology is to easily integrate

any other database of the library, except to extend (i.e.

import) the Root Ontology. The integrated ontology models

are referred to as phase 2 ontology models. Phase 2 ontol-

ogy models are validated using SPARQL queries. Table 5

shows the other six SPARQL queries used to retrieve similar

information from the ontologymodels. There are furthermore

SPARQL queries that are used to extract information. Table 5

provides complete information about our work to answer the

Syntactic heterogeneity.

To design a database rarely it happens that the rules are not

followed, and the database is designed according to require-

ments, therefore a database contains ambiguous information.

Therefore, automatically mapping the database to ontology is

not possible. Different approaches are proposed by authors to

map a database into ontology, as shown in Table 6, but mostly

they are semi-automatic. Table 6 also shows a comparison

between existing approaches and our approach. The fields

used to compare approaches according to Transformation

type, SQL Data type transformation, RDB to RDF Mapping,

Data Source Type and Ontology Language used.

To verify the results an application is developed using Java

Language. The SPARQL queries shown in Table 5, are used

in the Java application, the SPARQL queries are selected

according to the user requirements as shown in Figures 10 to

12. Figures 10 to 12 are based on the second SPARQL query

shown in Table 5, in these figures the source (i.e. libraries) are

selected from a dropdown menu (i.e. Select Sources in Fig-

ure 10 to 12) to check the outputs.

The application facilitates the user in three different ways

i.e. to retrieve data from a Library-A, to retrieve the data

from a Library-B and if a user wants to search anything

from both libraries simultaneously. As shown in Figure 10,

a user searches a book in the domain of ‘‘Earth Sciences’’

only from Library-A or shown in Figure 11, searches in

Library-B. Figure 12 shows that a user searches the same

query in both libraries simultaneously. The advantage of the

research work is scalability i.e. a user can search in both

libraries the same query without re-constructing an integrated

database or data translation techniques. The research work

classifies the similar field information from heterogeneous

databases of the same domain in a concept (which a domain

knowledge according to ontology construction) and similar

classified fields of the databases are used in SPARQL queries

to search the data accordingly. A similar approach can be

used for integrating similar other databases with heteroge-

neous structured databases. Therefore, the Root Ontology is

scalable and flexibly used for any other library database.

V. CONCLUSION

In section I, it is discussed that there are two possibilities to

integrate the heterogeneous databases i.e. Data Translation
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TABLE 5. Sparql queries applied on ontology models.

TABLE 6. Comparison of proposed approach with existing approaches.

Scheme andQuery Translation Scheme, both techniques have

their advantages and disadvantages, according to the nature

of the databases. For real-time applications, Query Transla-

tion Scheme is preferred, whereas for an application where

efficiency, Data Translation Scheme is preferred. Databases

are mostly designed based on domain knowledge of the

designer, and designers rarely follow the rules, therefore

the database schema may contain ambiguous information.

Therefore, the ontology models are semi-automatically pop-

ulated using Java to integrate heterogeneous databases. The

ontology model is based on the Query Translation technique

because ontology model processing is less time consuming,

as compared to the total application base Query Translation

techniques. Other than the efficiency of processing by using

an ontology, the Root Ontology is extendable according to

requirements to integrate other Library databases. The pre-

sented methodology needs minor changes in the Root Ontol-

ogy if a database is updated with new fields. This semi-

automatic system requires to include a new class at ontology

after importing the Root Ontology; if and only if the required

class is not present in the Root ontology, otherwise the same

class from the Root Ontology will be used, which was not
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possible according to [28], [29]. Our methodology also effi-

ciently maps the primary and foreign keys in ontology mod-

eling, which was not possible according to [21]. Therefore,

our methodology works efficiently to integrate the ontology

meaningfully (i.e. Semantically), the records are extracted

using queries accordingly and correct (i.e. Structurally), and

the table field names are identified uniquely for successful

retrieval of information (i.e. Syntactically).

The SPARQL, based on the SPARQL Rule Language,

presents the results. The SPARQL integrates the databases

using Jena API to extract the results from the databases

accordingly. The stepwise explanation contributes to con-

structing the ontology for integrating any similar databases

with structural heterogeneity, as discussed in section III B.

The verification of ontologymodels is based on the input data

and output results, when the results are not according to the

provided datasets then the model is not correct, as discussed

in section IV. The rules of SPARQL shown in Table 3 and

Table 4 retrieve the required information in both or in any

of the databases, as shown in Figures 10 to 12). The rules

are implemented based on the requirements of information

extraction from the databases.

As discussed in section IV, the Root Ontology can be

scalable by updating the ontology according to any other

library database and can be integrated with existing Libraries

data (i.e. Library-A and Library-B). The procedural method

discussed in section III helps to integrate any heterogeneous

structured databases with similar data therefore the method

can be scalable to various other databases. The novelty of the

approach is that the ontology is based on the RDB schema

where the Syntactic heterogeneity is solved, which is not used

in [35] while mapping the ontology with the database. There-

fore, as discussed in section III, the mapping of RDB schema

accordingly will help inminimal updating of ontology for any

other RDB library databases while integrating. The WordNet

can be used to extend the approach by automatic translation

of databases into ontology.

The methodology presented in this article is implemented

in three different phases. The first phase is mapping database

schema into ontology models, as discussed in section III.A.

In the second phase, the heterogeneity is removed by creating

a common ontology i.e. Root Ontology model, to integrate

ontology models created in phase 1, discussed in section

III.B. Finally, the records are retrieved from heterogeneous

databases using Jena API in Java Eclipse. The ontology

integration step is not fully automatic. To fully automate

the process, Machine Learning algorithms can be used in

combination with Semantic Web Ontology. This will only

help to find the entities which refer to the same real-world

entities. The integration ofMachine Learning algorithmswith

SemanticWebOntologywill improve the integration process.
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